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A GENEALOGICAL JOURNEY FROM 2016 BACK TO … ?

A	
 simple	
 matter	
 of	
 math
Generation 1.
Begin with a single person. You.

	
 



Generation 2.
Add both of your parents, and we have 3 people (not counting siblings).
Generation 3.
Add each of your parents’ parents, and we have 7 people.
Generation 4.
Add each of those 7 people’s parents and we have 15 people.
Generation 5.
Add each of those 15 people’s parents and we have 31 people.
Thus, in just 5 generations, we have 31 potential lines of genealogical research directly
related to you.
The tree increases exponentially. Mine currently consists of more than 25,226 people.
That’s more a forest than a tree.
	
  
	
  

What	
 5	
 generations	
 of	
 oneʼs	
 ancestors	
 look	
 
like	
 in	
 family	
 tree	
 format
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 yes,	
 these,	
 too	
  	
 

	
 and	
 thatʼs	
 not	
 all	
  	
 
This is only a pictorial representation of the people I’ve been able to trace. There are several dead-ends –
or broken branches – on the tree.

40	
 Sources	
 of	
 Information	
 
Census Records
Birth Certificates
Baptismal Records
Death Certificates
Marriage Licenses
Divorce Decrees
Church Confirmation
School Graduations
Military Service Records
Social Security Death Index
Immigration Forms
Existing Family Trees
Personal diaries
Family Bibles

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Cemetery Monuments
Photo captions
History Books
Museum Exhibits
Ships’ Manifests
School Enrollments
Property Tax Rolls
Last Wills and Testaments
Song Lyrics
Oral Histories
Naturalization Records
World Archives Project
Family letters

	
  … and there are many others

Passports
Border Crossings
Heraldry
Orphanage Rolls
Land Grants
Social Clubs
Phone Books
Internet Search
Yearbooks
City Directories
Obituaries
Ancestry.com
Newspapers

Some	
 handy	
 research	
 tools	
 
• Internet access
• An interest in etymology – the study of words, their
origins, and their evolution
• Patience
• Some familiarity with foreign languages
• Willingness to double- and triple-check
• More patience
• Willingness to start all over

	
  

The	
 Origins	
 of	
 Surnames	
 
Surnames once were rare, but became necessary when governments introduced personal taxation.
Some names came from familial relationships.
The suffixes “son” or “sen” literally meant “son of,” as in Johnson (John’s son), Christensen (Christian’s
son), etc. Spelling depended on region, such as Britain, Scandinavia, etc. Sometimes a simple “s” added
to a name meant “son of,” as in Rogers, Dobbs, etc.
The suffix “dottir” was used in Iceland and certain parts of Norway to denote a matrilineal connection.
Thus, “daughter of Helga” would become the surname “Helgasdottir.”
The Welsh used the terms “ap” and “verch” or “ferch ” to denote gender lineage. For example, Howell
the son of Daffyd (the modern “David”) would be known as “Howell ap Daffyd.” Eleanor the daughter
of Daffyd would be known as “Eleanor verch Daffyd.” The Italians used a variety of combinations, some
as simple as adding “i” or changing the final letter to “o.”
Some names come from place names.
The specific connection between the given name and the place name differed according to location. In
England, for example, it was “of.” In France it was “du” or sometimes “de.”
In Germanic territories it was “von,” which means “of,” or “zu,” which means “at” or “to.”
The Dutch used “van,” which literally means “of.” Italians used “d’ ” or “di,” forms of the French usage.

Corruptions	
 or	
 modiﬁcations	
 	
 
of	
 medieval	
 descriptive	
 words	
 	
 
While the original words no longer are in common usage, they exist as surnames.
Some Old English examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A pollard was a bald man.
Todd was a regional word for fox.
Bragg originally meant bold or daring, not a braggart.
Moody was not an attitude. It comes from “modig,” which meant bold.
Tait / Tate meant cheerful.
Darwin meant dear friend.
Blake is derived from black, a description of hair color.
Reid, Reed, Read and Russell all come from “red” for redhead.
Blunt is derived from “blount,” which meant blonde.
People with white hair often were given the surname Snow.

	
 Some	
 had	
 their	
 names	
 	
 
changed	
 for	
 them	
 

At Ellis Island and other ports of entry for immigrants, language confusion and mutual
Misunderstandings often resulted in changed spellings of surnames or even substitution of
place names for actual family names.
One of the best-known instances, albeit a fictional one, takes place in the
best-selling Mario Puzo novel “The Godfather.”
In it, 9-year-old Vito Andolini from Corleone, Sicily, misunderstands what
he is asked by an immigration officer at Ellis Island. Thinking they wanted
to know the name of his hometown when, in reality, he was being asked
his family’s surname, he responds “Corleone.”
Thus, Vito Corleone, made famous in film by Robert DeNiro as the
younger Vito and Marlon Brando as the elder version, came to be.

Occupational	
 References	
 I	
 
These frequently became surnames. Because of the continual interplay of peoples from
Britain, Ireland, France, Germany and the middle European and Scandinavian regions,
localized versions of the same names sometimes became interchangeable.

Take this example of cognates (words with etymological relationships)


BAKER (Middle English: bakere “maker of bread”)
BAXTER (Middle English variant for female “maker of bread”)
BAKKER (Dutch cognate of baker)
BAGER (Danish cognate of baker)
BACKUS (Old English: bacan "to bake" and hus "house”)
BECKE (Middle High German: becke meaning "baker”)
BRODBECK (Middle High German: brot "bread” and becke "baker”)
CHLEBEK (Polish derivative of chleb "bread”)
FOURNIER (French: From fourneau "oven”)

But, a precise trace isn’t always possible. Take this example of two different meanings for the
same name –

Garnett (Old French for maker of hinges (“carne”)
or
Garnett (Old French referring to one who sold pomegranates (“pomme grenate”)

Occupational	
 References	
 II	
 	
 
Abbey • Ackerman • Archer • Armbruster • Backus • Bailey • Baker •
Bannister •Barber • Barker • Bauer • Baumann • Baxter • Becker • Berger •
Bird/Byrd • Bishop • Bond • Bowman • Brewer/Brewster • Buckley • Butler •
Carpenter • Cartwright • Carver • Chamberlain • Chancellor • Chandler •
Chapman • Chase • Clark • Clay • Coleman • Cook • Cooper • Crocker •
Dane/Dean • Dexter • Draper • Driver • Duke • Dyer •Farmer • Farrior •
Faulkner/Falconer • Fenstermacher • Ferry • Fisher • Fletcher • Foley • Forester
• Foster • Fuller • Garnett • Glover • Goldsmith • Granger • Groom • Harper
• Hayward • Hoffman • Hooper • Horner • Howard • Hunter • Jardine •
Joiner/Joyner• Kaufman • Kellogg • King • Knight • Koch • Kohler •Kowalski/
Kovach • Kramer • Kravitz • Kruger • Leach • Leary • LeFevre • Marshall •
Mason • Merchant/Marchand/Mercer • Meyer • Miller/Mullins/Müller •
Norris • Page/Paige • Papadopolous • Parker • Parsons • Peck • Pfaff • Porter •
Potter • Reeve(s) • Richter • Ritter • Ruskin • Saddler • Sawyer • Schmidt •
Schneider • Schuster/Shuster • Scribner • Shepard • Siegel • Skinner • Smith •
Snyder/Tailor/Taylor/Thayer • Spencer • Spooner • Stewart/Steward/Stuart •
Stoddard • Stringer • Thatcher • Tinker • Tiller • Turner • Vaccaro • Varga •
Visscher • Vogt/Voigt • Wagner/Wagoner • Wainwright • Walker • Ward •
Warner/Warriner • Weaver/Webb/Webster •Wirth • Wright • Yu • Zimmer/
Zimmerman
… and we could, of course, go on and on and on and on and on and on …

OK,	
 so	
 what	
 did	
 I	
 shake	
 out	
 of	
 my	
 tree?	
 
• farmers
• coal miners
• chimney sweeps
• machinists
• seamstresses
• clergymen
• homemakers
• teachers
• factory workers
• nurses
• millers
• innkeepers

• military officers
• workhouse inmates
• merchant seamen
• investors
• politicians
• lawyers
• judges
• cooks
• laborers
• doctors
• waitresses
• merchants

PLUS SOME RATHER INTERESTING INDIVIDUALS
WHO MADE THEIR MARKS IN VARIOUS WAYS.

Colonel	
 Samuel	
 Miles	
 


(4th	
 great-grandfather)	
 

Born in 1740 near Philadelphia, Miles became an accomplished soldier,
Getting his first command at age 19 as a leader of local militia dealing
with Indian attacks, then serving in the French & Indian War, and in the
Revolutionary War, he served on George Washington’s command staff as
a colonel of the Pennsylvania Rifle Regiment. 
He led troops in the Battle of Long Island in 1776, allowing Washington to ferry the bulk of his
10,000 troops to safety on Manattan island Miles and his small force held off the British and
Hessian troops in a fierce, day-long battle before being overwhelmed, and he was taken prisoner.
He soon was exchanged for a captured British colonel, and later was promoted to general.
Miles went on to become a prominent Philadelphia businessman and politician, and served as
mayor and appeals court judge. He was a partner in an early sugar refinery, and joined with
financier Robert Morris to underwrite the voyage of the ship The Empress of China, the first
American vessel ever to visit mainland China. He also is noted for being the nation’s first “faithless
elector.” He was pledged as a member of the Electoral College in the young nation’s first contested
presidential election to vote for the Federalist candidate, John Adams, but instead cast his vote for
the Republican candidate, Thomas Jefferson.

John	
 George	
 Burkhardt	
 
(5th	
 great-grandfather)	
 

Born in Switzerland in 1753, he emigrated to
Pennsylvania, where at age 25 he enlisted in
Von Heer’s Light Dragoons to fight the British
in the Revolutionary War. That group was
created by a Resolution of Congress on
May 27, 1778, to “apprehend deserters,
rioters, and stragglers,” in essence functioning as military police between battles. Their other
major role was to protect General George Washington.
In a 1998 proclamation, President Bill Clinton specifically mentioned “the dedication of the
entirely German American Provost Corps which, under the command of Major Bartholomew
von Heer, served as General Washington's personal guard unit during the Revolutionary War.”
Burkhardt fought throughout the war, including at the Battle of Yorktown in 1781, that led to
the surrender of Lord Cornwallis’ British troops. His detachment, also known as Washington’s
Life Guards, took heavy casualties throughout the war. At one time it had as many as 250
men, but when it was disbanded, in Newburgh, NY, in November of 1783, only 64 were left.
Another significant accomplishment by Burkhardt, who changed his surname to Burkett after
the war, was fathering 19 children by two wives, who were sisters. He died in Ohio at the age
of 93.

Union	
 Soldiers	
 in	
 the	
 Civil	
 War
(various	
 cousins)	
 

• Pvt. John Joseph Dowd of Montrose, PA, died in the Battle of Gettysburg.
• Cpl. Francis M. Dowd of Howard County, IN, died in the infamous
Andersonville prison camp.
• Cpl. Jefferson Dowd served in Company D, Illinois 66th Infantry, and served
under Gen. George Tecumseh Sherman through “Sherman’s March to the Sea.”
• Sgt. George Dowd and Cpl. C. Samuel Dowd served with the 9th Regiment, Pennsylvania
Cavalry (92nd Volunteers). They fought in battles raging through Kentucky, Tennessee, and Georgia,
including such historic fights as Chicamauga. The fate of their regiment was typical of what
happened during the war. It lost 6 officers and 66 enlisted men killed outright or mortally
wounded, and 2 officers and 155 enlisted men by disease. Total: 229.
• Sgt. Hamilton Dowd and Pvt. Charles M. Dowd served with the 5th Regiment, Kansas Cavalry.
They fought in battles in Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas. They lost 2 officers and 45 enlisted men
killed outright or mortally wounded, and 2 officers and 219 enlisted men by disease. Total: 268.

Bishop	
 Hans	
 Herr	
 
(8th	
 great-grandfather)	
 

Herr, born in Switzerland in 1639, was part of the group of related religions
usually classified under the term “Anabaptist.” When religious persecution
became unendurable in Switzerland, many of his congregation emigrated
with him to the Palatinate area in Germany, which was governed by a ruler
who promised them protection and religious freedom. This was satisfactory
until the Palatinate fell into the hands of other rulers, when the Mennonites again were subject to
severe religious persecution.
Herr and other leaders of the group met with William Penn in London in 1707, and arranged
terms with him to colonize a portion of what now is Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. In 1709,
Herr and at eight other members of their religious community purchased 10,000 acres of
land on the south side of Pequea Creek, prime farming land to this day.
These early settlers -– part of the lengthy immigration that came to be known as the “Pennsylvania
Dutch” influx -- asked Herr, who they had elected bishop, to return to Europe to inform their
relatives and friends left behind of their opinions and expectations, and the great advantages of
emigration, and bring with him those he could induce to come. He returned with many more
immigrants, making the dangerous and exhausting journey at the age of 70, elderly in those days.

William	
 Rittenhouse	
 
(9th	
 great-grandfather)	
 

He was born in 1644 in the German state of Westphalia, near
the border with the Netherlands. He first was apprenticed to a
papermaker, then moved to the Netherlands where he worked
with his brother Heinrich to learn the art of Dutch papermaking,
thus advancing his skills in that trade.
He was among the first German immigrants to the New World, settling in
the Philadelphia area -– where he anglicized his name to William Rittenhouse –in 1688. Two years later, he founded America’s first paper mill and prospered greatly.
He also was a founder of the First Mennonite Church in America in 1690. In late 1707,
some months before his death in on February 18, 1708, he had become such a strong and
popular leader of the fledgling church that he was elected the first pastor of that
Germantown congregation.

Sir	
 William	
 Gardiner	
 
(14th	
 great-grandfather)	
 

Gardiner was born in 1450 in Oxfordshire, England. He was a wealthy
cloth merchant and sometime hired soldier. He was married in 1485 to
Helen Tudor, daughter of Jasper Tudor who was first cousin to Henry VII.
Thus, he was related by marriage to one of the families vying for the rights
to the throne of England.
In 1485, he was enlisted to fight for the House of Lancaster against King Richard III at
Bosworth Field. It was he who killed the King with a blow to the head, thus ending the reign
of the Plantagenet family and allowing his leader, Henry Tudor, to assume the throne. It was
after the battle that he and Helen Tudor married.
One of Gardiner’s sons, Stephen, became influential during the reign of Henry VIII, and
even wrote a treatise in support of the annulment of Henry’s marriage to Katherine of
Aragon, the first of Henry’s six wives.

Isabella	
 of	
 Castille	
 
(16th	
 great-grandmother)	
 

Born in 1451, she is known by most people as half the Spanish royal couple
of Ferdinand and Isabella who funded Christopher Columbus’s first voyage to
the New World.
However, her legacy is a large collection of mixed accomplishments. She
was extremely dedicated to propagation and nurturing of the Roman
Catholic faith, going so far as to institute the Inquisition of 1478. She also
was instrumental in bringing stability to the small, warring kingdoms that became the basis for
the unification of Spain. She was the strength behind a reform in the legal system that dropped
the crime rate to its lowest point in generations; completed the “Reconquista” – the retaking of
the Iberian peninsula from the Moors.
Among the five children of Ferdinand and Isabella was Katharine of Aragon, one of the six
wives of Henry VIII of England.

Emperor	
 Maximilian	
 I	
 Habsburg	
 
	
 (16th	
 great-grandfather)
	
 

Maximilian lived from 1459 to 1519, being born and dying in Austria.
He was elected King of the Romans in 1486, succeeding his father. In
addition to his legendary political acumen, he was a keen supporter of the
arts and sciences, and he surrounded himself with scholars, promoting them
to important court posts. His reign saw the first flourishing of the Renaissance
in Germany.
Maximilian’s titles included (but were not limited to): Maximilian I, by the grace of God
elected Holy Roman Emperor, forever August, King of Germany, of Hungary, Dalmatia,
Croatia, etc. Archduke of Austria, Duke of Burgundy, Brabant, Lorraine, Styria, Carinthia,
Carniola, Limburg, Luxembourg, Gelderland, Landgrave of Alsace, Prince of Swabia, Count
Palatine of Burgundy, Princely Count of Habsburg, Hainaut, Flanders, Tyrol, Gorizia, Artois,
Holland, Seeland, Ferrette, Kyburg, Namur, Zutphen, Margrave of the Holy Roman Empire,
the Enns, Burgau, Lord of Frisia, the Wendish March, Pordenone, Salins, Mechelen, etc.
He also was known for some of his eccentricities, such as traveling everywhere accompanied
by his coffin from 1514 until his death in 1519.

Pope	
 Gregory	
 X	
 
(22nd	
 great-grandfather)	
 

Teobaldo Visconti was elected pope on September 1, 1271, to fill the
throne of St. Peter that had been vacant since the death of Clement IV
three years before. However, several interesting things happened before
he was elected.
• Teobaldo Visconti, who was not a Cardinal and, therefore, could not
vote on the issue, had not put himself forward as a candidate.
• Italian Cardinals and French Cardinals could not come to agreement
because of politics.
• The residents of Viterbo, Italy, the town where the conclave was held, were so perturbed
at the drawn-out process that they took matters into their own hands. They bolted the doors,
then removed large portions of the roof under which the conclave was being held, thus
exposing the cardinals to the elements and forcing the issue.

